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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a forgetting technique for the live up-
date of viewer profiles based on individual sliding windows,
fading and incremental matrix factorization. The individual
sliding window maintains, for each viewer, a queue holding
the last n viewer ratings. As new viewer events occur, they
are inserted in the viewer queue, by shifting and fading the
queue ratings, and the viewer latent model is faded. We ex-
plored time, rating-and-position and popularity-based fad-
ing techniques, using the latter as the base fading algorithm.
This approach attempts to address the problem of dynamic
viewer profile updating (volatile preferences) as well as the
problem of bounded processing resources (fixed size queues).
The results show that our approach outperforms previous
approaches, improving the quality of the predictions.

CCS Concepts
•Information systems → Information retrieval;
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1. INTRODUCTION
The number of media sources, resources and viewer feedback
data available – ratings, likes, posts or reviews – makes real
time processing impossible for humans and standard appli-
cations. The viewer generated data, which corresponds to
explicit viewer preferences and intrinsic behaviours, can be
used for defining the viewer profiles. In particular, dynamic
viewer profiling, i.e. the ability to build and update profiles
based on the continuous stream of viewer interactions can
be addressed as stream mining. Our approach involves four
phases: (i) data set selection; (ii) data set modelling; (iii)
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model update; and (iv) model validation. First, we chose,
prepared and partitioned the MovieLens 100k (ML100k) and
the MovieLens 1M (ML1M) for the application of Stream
Mining techniques. Next, we created the initial model and
selected the hyper-parameters, using Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD) and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), re-
spectively. Then, every time a viewer rated a resource, we
updated the viewer’s latent matrix, using SGD and different
fading strategies. Finally, we validated this methodology by
calculating the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Recall
between the predicted and the actual viewer ratings.

We propose a personalised rating fading technique using
an incremental matrix factorization algorithm designed for
streaming data. Off-line, we create the initial model, by
determining the optimal learning rate and over-fitting pa-
rameters, and a fixed-size first in, first out (FIFO) queue for
each viewer, containing the last n viewer ratings. On-line,
for every new rating event, first we calculate the viewer faded
predictions and, then, update the model, using SGD to re-
calculate the viewer latent matrix. The calculation of the
viewer faded predictions involves creating a temporary copy
of the latent item matrix, fading the viewer queue ratings
and copying the latent item matrix and, finally, multiplying
the latent viewer row by the faded copy of the latent item
matrix. We explored with linear and staircase time fading,
which are based on the epoch of the viewer rating, and with
sorted and unsorted rating-and-position fading, which are
based on the rating and on the position of the rating in the
viewer rating queue. Our methodology, when compared with
the pre-existing approaches referred in Section 2, provides
predictions with increased accuracy and lower errors. This
paper is organised in five sections, addressing stream pro-
filing, the proposed forgetting techniques, the experiments
and results and, finally, the conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK
Live viewer profiling is typically performed using sliding win-
dows ([3, 5]) or factor fading ([4]) together with incremen-
tal matrix factorization. In particular, sliding windows are
FIFO queues of dynamic or fixed size representing a number
of viewer events [3] or a time span [5].

Matuszyk and Spiliopoulou (2014) [3] use two sliding win-
dow: (i) a fixed size event-based individual queues; and (ii)
a dynamic size time-based individual queues. In both cases



the sliding window discards the oldest ratings and the latent
matrices remain unchanged. Siddiqui, Tiakas, Symeonidis,
Spiliopoulou and Manolopoulos (2014) [5] propose dynamic
size time-based individual queues and keep the latent ma-
trices unchanged. We not only experiment with time and
rating-and-position based forgetting techniques, using indi-
vidual fixed-size rating queues, but, additionally, apply fad-
ing both to the viewer model and to the viewer rating queue.
Our results and those of Matuszyk (2015) [4] show that fad-
ing outperforms the sliding window results.

Matuszyk, Vinagre, Spiliopoulou, Jorge and Gama (2015) [4]
propose different forgetting techniques for incremental ma-
trix factorization, using global and positive-only feedback,
together with the latent matrices update. The forget unpop-
ular items technique, which penalises the items with lower
number of ratings, showed the best results. Our approach
adopts a fixed-size rating queue and updates the model of
each viewer, i.e., every time a new rating is inserted in the
viewer queue, the queue and the viewer model are faded.

3. FORGETTING TECHNIQUE
This paper proposes four individual forgetting strategies sup-
ported by individual fixed-size FIFO queues for viewer pro-
filing: two time-based functions – with linear temporal fad-
ing (LTF) and staircase temporal fading (STF) – and two
rating-and-position-based functions – the unsorted rating-
and-position fading (RPF) and the sorted rating-and-position
fading (SRPF) – which take into account the viewer rat-
ings and the position of the item in the queue. Our algo-
rithm, which extends the biased incremental algorithm used
by Takács et al. (2009) [6], is organised in three main steps:
(i) creation of the initial off-line model; (ii) the optimisation
of the hyper parameters (learning rate and over-fitting); and
(iii) the on-line model update with stream learning.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the on-line stream learning, which
can use any of the implemented fading strategies. This
approach uses the initial off-line cross-validation data, the
streamed data and the individual hyper parameters to up-
date the model. This stream learning algorithm is used both

Algorithm 1 Stream Learning

1: for rcu,i ← CrossV alidation and DataStream do
2: V iewerQueueu ← (rcu,i, i)
3: for i = 0; i < V iewerQueue.size; i++ do
4: fu,i = Equation (1), (2), (3) or (4)
5: r̂u,i ≈ µ+ biasu + biasi + fu,i · q∗i pu
6: if fading == SRPF then
7: V iewerQueue.sort()

8: eu,i = ru,i − r̂u,i
9: fu,i = Equation (1), (2), (3) or (4)

10: pu ← pu + γ(eu,iqifu,i − λpu)

with cross-validation data (off-line) and stream data (on-
line). For each new rating, it adds the rating and the item
id to the individual viewer queue (line 2), fades all ratings
in the viewer queue (line 3-5), sorts the viewer queue if the
forgetting strategy selected is SRPF, calculates the error
between the predicted and the real rating (line 8), deter-
mines the current viewer fading value and, finally, updates

the model using the global hyper parameters, the fading
value and the rating error (line 9-10).

Linear / Staircase Temporal Fading strategy fades the
ratings according to the difference between the timestamps
of the rating being faded and the last viewer rating. Equa-
tion 1 displays the corresponding formula where fu,i is the
fading value of user u for item i, Tsn is the timestamp of
the last (most recent) item, Tsi is the timestamp of the item
in the position i of the queue and α is a multiplying factor.
All timestamps are in seconds (s) and for the LTF α = 1.0.
The STF strategy defines a staircase of fading levels as the
elapsed time increases. This fading function applies a mul-
tiplying factor (α = 0.05) for each six month period (Tsn =
15 552 000 s) since the last (most recent) viewer rating.

fu,i = α
Tsn − Tsi

Tsn
(1)

Rating and Position Fading strategy is based on the
viewer rating and on the position of the item in the viewer
queue, using a linear combination factor β, according to
Equation 2, where ru,inorm is the normalised rating of user
u for item i, Positioni is the position of the rating in the
viewer queue and QSu is the dimension of the queue.

fu,i = βru,inorm + (1− β)

∣∣∣∣Positioni

QSu
− 1

∣∣∣∣ (2)

Sorted Rating and Position Fading strategy is a vari-
ant of the antecedent approach where the elements of viewer
rating queue are sorted by rating values, keeping the top rat-
ings at the head of the queue. After calculating the fading
value using Equation 2, the viewer queue is sorted.

Unpopular Fading strategy, which was initially proposed
by Matuszyk (2015) [4], favours the most frequently watched
items. We used this technique as the base algorithm.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Our proposal was evaluated with MovieLens 100k (ML100k)
and MovieLens 1M. In terms of evaluation metrics, we used
the Root Mean Square (RMSE), as defined by Takács et
al. (2009) [6], to determine the prediction errors, the Re-
call@N, as proposed by Cremonesi et al. (2010) [1], and
TRecall@N, a new metric we designed, to calculate the pre-
diction accuracy. Our recall based metric – Target Recall
(TRecall) – was used in the case of global feedback, i.e., we
use all rated items instead of just the top-rated items [6, 1].
TRecall evaluates the accuracy of the predictions using all
viewer ratings. For each new viewer rating event, we de-
termine the TRecall@N. The difference between TRecall@N
and Recall@N is that we verify if the newly rated item be-
longs to the list of the top N viewer predicted items centred
around the target viewer rating rather than bellow. The
adopted evaluation method was inspired by the prequential
evaluation proposed by Gama et al. (2009) [2]. The predic-
tions are evaluated using RMSE, TRecall@N and Recall@N
metrics with N = 10. We made two sets of experiments to:

Analyse the Impact of Viewer Queue Size The results
show that, in the case of ML100k with global feedback, the



size of the viewer queue affects TRecall@10. In particu-
lar, TRecall@10 increases until the queue size reaches 20
and, then, remains stationary as the queue size increases.
The prediction errors remain unchanged. Using positive
feedback, the recall decreases as the size of the queue in-
creases since the number of top-rated items per viewer in
this data set is low. In the case of ML1M with global feed-
back, both the prediction errors and the TRecall@10, first,
improve and, after, remain unchanged as the viewer queue
size increases. The reduction of the prediction errors and
the improvement of TRecall@10 indicate that the average
number of ratings per viewer is higher in this data set than
in the ML100k. With positive feedback, the best recall oc-
curs with a queue size of five and decreases for larger queues
(the number of top-rated items per viewer is small).

Evaluate the Fading Strategies Table 1 displays the nor-
malised results with positive feedback (Recall@10) and global
feedback (RMSE and TRecall@10). We used the UF strat-
egy as base algorithm since it provided, according to Ma-
tuszyk et al. (2015) [4], the best results. Since our cross-
validation and stream data have a minimum of 18 ratings
per viewer, the tests were performed with a queue size (QS)
of 10 to ensure forgetting would occur to all viewers.

Table 1: Fading Strategies with QS=10 and β = 0.5

ML100k ML1M

Global Positive Global Positive

RMSE TRecall Recall RMSE TRecall Recall

LTF 0.180 0.068 0.251 0.175 0.011 0.156
STF 0.180 0.064 0.246 0.175 0.010 0.155
RPF 0.180 0.055 0.236 0.178 0.011 0.311
SRPF 0.191 0.041 0.232 0.178 0.016 0.407
UF 0.208 0.039 0.207 0.237 0.008 0.125

The results for ML100k, which has a time span of eight
months, show that our strategies are better than the base
algorithm both in terms of predictive accuracy and classifica-
tion accuracy metrics. The best results were obtained with
linear time fading with a reduction of 13.4 % of the predic-
tion errors. In terms of classification accuracy, TRecall@10
improved 42.6 % in the case of global feedback and, in the
case of positive feedback, Recall@10 improved 17.5 %. The
results with ML1M, which has a time span of 33 months,
continue to outperform those of the base algorithm. The
best results were obtained with the sorted rating-and-position
fading, reducing by 24.9 % the prediction errors. In the case
of global feedback, TRecall@10 increased 50.0 % and, in the
case of positive feedback, Recall@10 increased 68.8 %.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes four fading strategies for on-line viewer
profiling supported by individual fixed-size FIFO queues and
incremental matrix factorisation. In terms of the viewer
queue size, we concluded from the diverse optimal queue
sizes obtained with global and positive feedback for the two
data sets that the queue size depends generically on the num-
ber of relevant items. In the case of global feedback, since
the number of rated items in ML1M is approximately ten-
fold those of ML100k, the best results were obtained with
queue sizes of 20 and 50 for ML100k and ML1M, respec-
tively. In the case of positive feedback, since the number

of top-rated items is reduced in comparison with the num-
ber of rated items, the best results were achieved for both
data sets with a queue size of five. The results show that
our strategies outperform the UF strategy proposed by Ma-
tuszyk et al. (2015) [4]. LTF was the best fading strategy
for ML100k and SRPF the best fading strategy for ML1M,
i.e., the rating-and-position fading strategy provides better
results than the time-based fading strategy when the time
span of the data stream increases.

Based on the outcomes of this work regarding the applica-
tion of the time and rating-and-position fading strategies to
ML100k and ML1M, we are currently experimenting with
rating-and-time based fading strategies. Additionally, we
intend to improve the accuracy of the overall algorithm by
also updating the item latent matrix.
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